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Abstract

Human gait is a complex interaction of many nonlinear systems and stride intervals exhibit

self-similarity over long time scales that can be modeled as a fractal process. The scaling

exponent represents the fractal degree and can be interpreted as a biomarker of relative diseases.

The previous study showed that the average wavelet method provides the most accurate results

to estimate this scaling exponent when applied to stride interval time series. The purpose of this

paper is to determine the most suitable mother wavelet for the average wavelet method. This

paper presents a comparative numerical analysis of sixteen mother wavelets using simulated

and real fractal signals. Simulated fractal signals were generated under varying signal lengths

and scaling exponents that indicate a range of physiologically conceivable fractal signals. The

five candidates were chosen due to their good performance on the mean square error test for

both short and long signals. Next, we comparatively analyzed these five mother wavelets for

physiologically relevant stride time series lengths. Our analysis showed that the symlet 2 mother

wavelet provides a low mean square error and low variance for long time intervals and relatively

low errors for short signal lengths. It can be considered as the most suitable mother function

without the burden of considering the signal length.
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1 Introduction

Walking is the most common mode of human movement [1] and human gait involves the complex

interactions of many nonlinear systems [2]. Disease, aging, trauma and genetic disorders can all have

significant effects on human gait [3, 4, 5]. The locomotor system is a functional composite system

of a number of body systems. The composite system is the integration of contributions from the

central nervous, musculoskeletal, cardiopulmonary and metabolic systems. Specific central nervous

system input from the cerebellum, motor and premotor cortices, and the basal ganglia, as well

as peripheral feedback from visual, vestibular and proprioceptive sensors lead to adjustments and

adaptations of locomotor system function relative to internal and external conditions [2, 6]. In a

healthy subject, the stride intervals display long-range power-law correlation, which may be the

result of peripheral input or lower motorneuron control, or of the walking rhythm as controlled by

higher nervous system centers [7].

Stride interval times series possess complex statistical properties [6, 7, 4, 8]. Variance in healthy

stride interval is not truly random and possesses temporal structure from one stride to the next

[7, 4]. Stride interval demonstrates fractal characteristics meaning that the stride to stride variations

over a few strides are similar to those over hundreds of strides [4, 9, 10]. Fractal processes can be

used to describe the natural irregularity of gait process because of temporal correlation [8].

Neurophysiological changes may alter the stride-interval correlations. Advanced age is an ex-

ample of one condition known to affect neurophysiology and impact gait. These effects include de-

creased nerve conduction velocity, loss of motoneurons, decreased reflexes, reduced muscle strength,

decreased proprioception and reduced central processing capabilities [7]. Parkinson’s disease and

Huntington’s disease are neurodegenerative disorders of the central nervous system that produce

pathological changes in the basal ganglia. These changes in basal ganglia may be associated with

diminished stride-interval correlations associated with these disorders [7]. Amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis affects the motoneurons of the cerebral cortex, brain stem, and spinal cord, and has been

related to changes in walking speed [4]. A commonality seen in all of these neurodegenerative condi-

tions and diseases has been an increase in the stride interval time and the magnitude of fluctuation

as related to the fractal [7, 4].

Many studies have showed the fractal properties of stride interval time series in different patholo-

gies such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [4], Huntingtons disease[4, 7], and Parkinsons disease

[11, 12]. Most of studies are based on Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA). For example, the

presence of fractal properties in gait during auditory cues was revealed using the DFA method [13].
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In [14], authors controlled the movements of subjects and reinterpreted DFA of minimizing the

stride-to-stride variations in walking speed. Certain recent works focus on using machine learning

techniques, such as support vector machine and hidden Markov model, for different gait patterns

recognition and disease diagnosis [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Wavelet-based signal projection was also

applied for classifying gait signals of certain neurological disorders [20]. Some other works in this

direction differentiated patients with neurodegenerative diseases using phase synchronization and

conditional entropy [21] .

It has been shown that stride intervals represent a stochastic process with power spectral density

equal to S(f) = Cω
|f |β [22]. β value can be estimated in the time domain using techniques such as

dispersional analysis, bridge detrended scaled window variance and detrended fluctuation analysis

[23, 24], in the frequency domain by using the lowPSEwe method [25], and in the time-scale domain

with the average wavelet coefficient (AWC) method [26]. Previous contributions have shown that

the AWC method shows a uniform performance for the range of fGn and fBm class signals [6].

The purpose of this paper is to determine the most suitable mother wavelet for the average

wavelet coefficient method to accurately estimate the β exponent in 1/fβ processes and to highlight

the limitations of these mother wavelets. The tests include the 1/fβ process which is the best

indicator of simulated signals of physiological processes. To achieve our goal, we used simulated

1/fβ processes with characteristics similar to stride interval time series, and we also used stride

interval time series obtained from several patient groups [27].

2 Methodology

2.1 1/fβ Processes

The 1/fβ processes are statistically self-similar random processes that generally have an inverse

power relationship between measured power spectra and frequency S(f) = 1/fβ [27, 28, 29, 30,

31, 32, 33]. In general, the 1/fβ proccesses are classified into two different models: fractional

Brownian motion (fBm) and fractional Gaussian noise (fGn), as proposed by Kolmogorov [27, 33,

34]. Fractional Brownian motions are processes corresponding to 1 < β < 3, where β = 2 represent

the Wienner process, which entails classical Brownian motion. The fractal Gaussian noise represents

processes corresponding to −1 < β < 1, while β = 0 is stationary white Gaussian noise that has

a flat spectrum [27, 33]. The two models are degenerated at the boundary where β = −1, β = 1,

β = 3 [33]. The fractional Brownian motion process is nonstationary with stationary increments,
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while the Gaussian noise process is stationary [33, 28, 27]. The probability distribution of fGn

signal is independent of segment length and position [27]. For the fBm signal, the probability

distribution in the short sampled segment is equal to the long segment when the long segment is

rescaled [27]. There is infinite low-frequency power for fractional Brownian motion that has finite

power in any finite time interval and for the fractional Gaussian noise there is infinte high-frequency

power [33, 35]. The cummulative summation of the nonstationary fBn signals results in fGn signals

[27, 36, 33]

The Hurst exponent can be estimated by the average wavelet coefficient method. The Hurst

exponent is a parameter related to the fractal dimension, which represents the smoothness of a

time series [37]. The relationship between Hurst Exponent and the fractal dimension is given as

the followings: D = 2 − H, where the range of H is 0 < H < 1. The relationship between each

class’s Hurst exponent and 1/fβ is [38]:

HfGn =
β + 1

2

HfBm =
β − 1

2

(1)

The Hurst exponent can be denoted as HfGn and HfBm, and the processes differ in significant

ways corresponding to 0 ≤ H ≤ 0.5, H = 0.5, and 0 ≤ H ≤ 1 [34]. H = 0.5 is the special case, here

HfGn = 0.5 means white Gaussian noise and HfBm = 0.5 is Brownian motion. HfGn < 0.5 is anti-

correlated Gaussian noise while HfGn > 0.5 is correlated noise [28]. HfBm < 0.5 is anti-persistent

Brownian motion while HfBm < 0.5 is persistent Brownian motion [28]. From the equations we

gather that β = 0 is white Gaussian noise, β = 1 is pink noise, and β = 2 is Brownian motion.

The concept of fractals can be used to model certain aspects of physiological dynamics such

as fractal lungs, blood pressure, walking and hearts [7, 23, 39, 40, 41]. Healthy heart rate, blood

pressure and walking produce pink noise in the output signal. These noises lose their 1/f charac-

teristics due to age and disease, becoming either white or Brownian [22, 42, 43]. For example, the

gait of patients with Parkinson’s disease has stochastic behavior similar to the Brownian process

[22, 44].

2.2 Estimating β values via the average wavelet coefficient method

The wavelet transform maps the time domain waveforms into a frequency-time domain and esti-

mates the signals both in the both time and frequency domains [?, 45]. The main idea of wavelet

transform is to compare the similarity between an original waveform and the basic function called
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mother wavelet. The calculation of a process generates a dilated and translated version of the

mother wavelet and the process of calculations performed at every scale and time point represents

the continuous wavelet transform, which is usually used to study the fractal process [5]. The wavelet

is donated by a scale parameter a and a translation parameter b, where a is a positive number and

b is a real number. The wavelet basis can be given by a single function called mother function [46]:

ψa;b(x) = ψ(
x− b
a

) (2)

The continuous wavelet transform is given as

W [h](a, b) =
1√
a

∫ ∞
−∞

ψ∗a;b(x)h(x)dx (3)

Mother wavelet represents the basic function for the wavelet transform as does the sine in the

Fourier transform. Figure 1 illustrates some commonly used mother functions in our experiments

[47].

Figure 1: Example mother wavelets used in our experiments.

The average wavelet coefficient method is used to estimate the Hurst exponents. To find the

Hurst transform, the data is transformed into the wavelet domain by using wavelet and the arith-

metic mean is used to calculated the averaged wavelet coefficient with the following formula [46]:

W [h] = 〈|W [h](a, b)|〉b (4)

The main point of this formula is to calculate the average wavelet at a given scale. Then average

wavelet coefficient is plotted against scale a in a log-log plot. The slope of this line is 1
2 + H and

the spectral parameter is β = 2H + 1 [6, 27, 46].
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2.3 Generation of 1/fβ fractal process

To begin the analysis of 1/fβ process, the first step is to generate a discrete 1/fβ fractal process

as proposed by Papoulis [48] and improved by Hosking [49]. Generation of the random walk is

proposed as the digital model [50]:

Hf (z) =
1

(1− z−1)β/2
(5)

The discrete 1/fβ fractal process is a pulse response function, and hk associated with this model

found by the transfer function [51]

H(z) = 1− β

2
z−1 − β/2(1− β/2)

2!
z−2 + ... (6)

The coefficients of the series of the discrete 1/fβ fractal process can be expressed with initial value

h0 = 1 and

hk =
(−β/2)k

k!
=

k∏
n=1

n− 1− β/2
n

(7)

These values can be calculated by a recursive relation:

h0 = 1hk = (k − 1− β/2)
hk−1
k

(8)

The realization of xn is the convolution operation between the pulse response values and Gaussian

white noise [6].

2.4 Analysis description

Previous studies have shown that the mean stride intervals time series length in ten healthy control

subjects is 3179 points for an hour of walking, considered to be a signal of sufficient length to calcu-

late β, however, in a typical experiment, healthy subjects walk up to 15 minutes, which produce a

time series about 600-900 time intervals. Data collected from unhealthy subjects such as those with

pathological(ALS), Huntington’s Disease(HD) and Parkinson’s Disease(PD) are relatively shorter

[6, 7]. An example of the total number and mean length of time series for each disease is listed in

Table 1. It is clear that the patient population cannot provide a long stride interval time series.

2.4.1 Analysis of simulated intervals

In this part, we will generate 1/fβ processes and use AWC to estimate the value of β for different

signal lengths. We considered 0 ≤ β ≤ 2. The effect of non-zero mean does not need to be
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considered [6], as AWC is sensitive to the choice of the mother wavelet and we will initiate our

analysis with 16 commonly used mother wavelets. Next, the five most accurate mother wavelets

will be chosen according to their global accuracy with different signal lengths, especially for short

time series. The evaluation here examines the performance of these mother wavelets in the regime

of the short time series (N ≤ 500).

In the first step, 1/fβ signals are simulated for 100, 500, 1000, and 2000 points. At each signal

length, 1/fβ signals with β fixed are repeated by 500 times. The interval of β used to generate the

fractal process is [0,2] with an increment of 0.1. The mean square value (MSE) between the true β

value and its estimated values is calculated.

Next, to mimic real physiological signals, 1/fβ signals are simulated for 100, 200, 300, 400, 500

and 600 points. We repeated the analysis as in the previous paragraph, but this time, we used

β ∈ [0, 2] with an increment of 0.01, and 1000 realizations for each β value. We compared the

results previously obtained in [6] with the results obtained from the five mother wavelets.

2.4.2 Analysis of real stride interval data

Lastly, we reexamined the published data sets resulting from an investigation of gait dynamics in

neurodegenerative diseases. The data for this examination consists of two parts, the first part was

obtained by Haussdorf [3, 4, 7] in a study of stride interval correlations in both healthy people

and in those with pathological diseases. These data include 13 ALS patients, 20 HD patients, 15

PD patients, and 16 healthy subjects. Only the right foot stride interval time series is considered

for the calculation. The second part is from [52], which includes strides from 16 healthy patients.

Figure 2 shows the sample of some stride interval data. The purpose of this evaluation is to examine

the performance of different mother wavelets for the real short time series. Figure 2 shows stride

interval samples from different types of subjects.

Table 1: Number of time Series and mean length, Study II. ALS = Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis,

HD = Huntington’s Disease, PD = Parkinson’s Disease, CO = Control, CO2 = Second Control

ALS HD PD CO CO2

Number of Series 13 20 15 16 16

Mean Length 196 242 184 255 842
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Figure 2: Samples of real data:(a) ALS (b) HD (c) PD (d) CO (e) CO2 (f) simulated signal

3 Results

The results of our numerical analysis are presented in this section. Firstly, the results from sixteen

different mother functions are examined. Based on these results, five mother wavelet candidates

were chosen for more detailed simulations. The goal of second part is to indicate which of the

mother functions can most effectively evaluate the fractal nature of the time series for different

signal lengths. Lastly, we compared the results of our five mother wavelet candidates with the

results previously reported [6].

3.1 Overall performance of sixteen mother wavelets

The first part is the estimation accuracy of algorithm for 0 ≤ β ≤ 2. Figure 3 shows the performance

of sixteen mother wavelets, which calculate the mean-square-error of β of 500 random fractal signals

with length varying from 100 to 2000 points.

The results indicate that the accuracies of the respective mother wavelets variy with different
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Table 2: List of Acronyms

cgau Complex Gaussian wavelet

sym Symlets wavelet

db Daubechies wavelet

bior BiorSplines wavelet

mexh Mexican hat wavelet

dmey DMeyer wavelet

meyr Meyer wavelet

morl Morlet wavelet

rbio Reverse bioorthogonal wavelet

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: MSE of all mother wavelets (a) N=100; (b) N=500; (c) N=1000; and (d) N=2000.

β and signal length. For a short signal length, it is clear that cgau families provide more robust

performance between 0 ≤ β ≤ 2, while other mother wavelets display high mean squared errors

(MSEs) for β ≤ 1. Bior 3.7 shows very high MSE for the fGn class and very small MSE for the

fBm class. Similar errors in the fGn class are found for the sym family and rbio family, and the
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MSE decreases for β > 1. The morl and mexh mother wavelet give the relatively highest MSE

for all cases. The other commonly used mother wavelets such as dmey, meyr, coif all yielded the

relatively flat MSE across the range of β.

Considering the case of time series with a length of 500 points as given in Figure 3, it is clear

that mexh mother function has significantly higher MSE for the entire range of β. In this case,

cgau families still provide flat MSE across the range of β. Conversely, the results show that MSE

is relatively high. Sym families provide better MSE compared to other mother wavelets, as MSE

decreases as the signals type approaches to β = 2. Bior 3.7 mother wavelet gives a high MSE when

β approaches to 0 and a small MSE when β approaches to 2.

In the case of time lengths of 1000 points and 2000 points, morl and meyr mother wavelets give

very high MSE for fGn class. Mexth mother function demonstrates very high MSE for both the

fGn class and fBm class. The rest of the mother wavelets shows similar results in which the MSE

are relatively flat. Sym families demonstrate higher accuracy than any other mother functions.

3.2 Comparison of five mother wavelets

The analysis and comparison of the sixteen mother wavelets shows that the accuracy of those

mother wavelets is not obvious. The selection of five mother wavelets is based on their performance

for both long and short signals. For long signals, sym and bior shows better MSE results for both

fBm and fGn class. For short signals, cgau1 and rbio2.6 show better accuracy than others for fGn

class, sym and bior have good results for fBm class. As the real data is relatively short, we consider

these five mother functions as our candidate functions.

MSE for the five mother wavelets As can be seen in Figure 4, sym2, sym3 and bior3.7

mother function demonstrate similar profiles as β increases. For these mother functions, higher

MSE can be noted while β approaches 0, lower MSE is exhibited for the fBm class. In the case

of 100 points and 200 points, cgau1 and rbio2.6 gives better MSE than others for analyzing the

fractal signal with β < 1, however, they provide worse accuracy while signal length is over 200

points. Among all cases, rbio2.6 mother wavelets show better accracy for the fGn class, while

better accuracy for fBm class is offered by sym2 mother function.

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the wavelets The results from five mother wavelets show

that sym2 and db12 mother wavelets are the two best resolution in symlet and Daubechies wavelet

famlies, and that cgau1 is the best resolution in cgau family when the time interval is short. rbio2.6

mother wavelet provides the most flat results in rbio family. Mean absolute error (MAE), bias,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4: MSE of five mother wavelets and db12 mother wavelet (a) N=100; (b) N=200; (c)

N=300; (d) N=500 ; (e) N=700 and (f) N=900
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and variance will be examinaed using these five mother wavelet in the following figures. Figure 5

shows that the results of MAE from these five mother wavelets candidates are similar to their MSE

results. The mean absolute error of cgau1 is flatter and lower than that of both sym2 and db12

for the fGn class when the time series are very short. When the time series increases, the MAE of

sym2 and db12 tends to become smaller than that of cgau1. Sym2 mother wavelet always provides

a lower mean absoulute error than do the db12 and rbio2.6 mother wavelets while β > 1 and the

MAE decreases while β increases. bior 3.7 mother wavelet has the worst performance in the fGn

class.

Bias and variance of the wavelets The MSE can be written as the sum of the squared bias

and the variance [53]. The bias (mean error) and variance (standard deviation) will be examined

separately in order to distinguish the different effects of three mother wavelets on bias and variance.

Figure 6 indicates the bias of five mother wavelets on the range 0 ≤ β ≤ 2 with signal lengths of

100 and 300. As can be seen in the figure, the mean error (bias) of cgau1 is lower than that of the

other two mother wavelets at fGn regime when time series is around 100 points. db12 and rbio2.6

mother wavelets show a very low mean error when β is around 1 and the time series has 300 points.

bior 3.7 provides the lowest mean error when β is around 1.6. The bias of sym2 decreases with

the augmentation of the fractal exponent β. Figure 7 shows the variance of five mother wavelets.

For all five mother wavelets, the variances remain relatively unchanged, which is the advantage of

the AWC method [42]. Among all three mother wavelets, sym2 provides the lowest variance in

the entire range of β, while cgau1 gives the highest variance. From these figures, we can find that

compared to db12 and rbio2.6, sym2 gives a relatively high bias but low variance.

3.3 Stride interval analysis of numerical data

This section presents the results of the average wavelet coefficient methods applied to the measured

gait stride interval time series. Due to the physical limitations of the patients in the considered

Table 3: Analysis of the algorithms for time series

CO HUNT PARK ALS CO2

sym2 1.13±0.16 0.65±0.38 0.95±0.36 1.10±0.27 0.22±0.16

db12 1.04±0.19 0.55±0.41 0.88±0.40 1.03±0.27 0.18±0.19

cgau1 0.45±0.46 0.39±0.32 0.66±0.38 0.86±0.27 0.36±0.25

bior3.7 1.21±0.19 0.70±0.44 1.03±0.40 1.21±0.30 0.18± 0.18

rbio2.6 1.03±0.21 0.54±0.38 0.85±0.39 1.01±0.31 0.21±0.17
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5: Mean absolute error vs β, (a) N=100; (b) N=200; (c) N=300; (d) N=500 ; (e) N=700

and (f) N=900
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Bias vs β, (a) n=100 (b) n=300

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Variance vs β, (a) n=100 (b) n=300

studies, the time series length is relatively short, as shown in Table 1. The spectral exponent

β is calculated by AWC with cgau1, sym2, rbio2.6, bior3.7 and db12 mother wavelets. Table 3

shows the calculated β values (mean ± standard deviation) and Table 4 reveals p-values among

different groups using the sym2 mother wavelet. As shown in Table 3, the standard deviation of

all mother wavelets are very close which corresponds to the simulated results. Results show that

mean results estimated by using cgau1 significantly differ from estimated values obtained by other

mother wavelets. Most groups can be statistically differentiated (except CO/PD and CO/ALS) as

shown in Table 4.
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Table 4: P values among estimated β results from different groups using sym2 mother wavelet.

CO2 PD ALS HUNT

CO < 0.01 0.16 0.227 < 0.01

CO2 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

PD 0.043 0.045

ALS 0.01

4 Discussion

Based on the results of the numerical analysis of these different mother functions, it can be stated

that each mother wavelet has distinct limitations and benefits. As the AWC method is not in-

fluenced by non-zero mean signals [6], it is critical to consider the time series length and the β

value. The AWC method is a generally robust method, which has a more uniform performance for

all ranges of β [6]. However, it is apparent that choosing a single suitable mother wavelet for all

fractal nature process is quite untenable. It is obvious that the accuracy of the estimator increases

with longer signal lengths. The 1/fβ power relationship can extend over decades of frequencies,

while the data length strongly influences access to the spectral information at lower frequencies

[33], and therefore seeking more data to analyze is the most efficient way to get more accurate

results.

In reality, the data length is limited because of the difficulty of collection. For short time series,

meyr, mexh, morl mother functions are clearly not suitable. The five best candidate functions

were chosen to compare with the results from db12 as proposed by Simonson [46]. Cgau wavelet

families show relatively flat MSE results for all cases that provide better accuracy for β < 1 within

signal length of 200 points. The flat MSE results can also been seen in the rbio family for all

signal lengths. Bior families and sym families illustrated in the change of β are similar. Bior

wavelet families are biorthogonal wavelet parameterized by two numbers, and are therefore more

computationally expensive [54]. The result given by db 12 mother wavelet performs inferiorly in

comparison to sym2 for all β value and so does bior3.7 when β > 1.

The random fractal processes have the key property that they are invariant to temporal dilations

and contractions of their processes and 1/fβ processes are statistically self-similar random processes

that can be expanded in terms of orthonormal wavelets based on uncorrelated coefficients of the

expansion. The orthonormal wavelet transform is a useful tool to analyze the 1/fβ process [33, 35,
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55]. Generally, considering the real condition of physiological interest whose data length is between

200 to 400 points, sym2 is the most robust and suitable mother wavelet that provides the best

accuracy.

The real data shows that results are largely affected by the time series length. In the simulation

part, db12 has the lowest bias however sym2 mother wavelet gives a relatively lower variance

(standard deviation) and a higher bias, which correspond to the results with real data. Compared

with other mother wavelets cgau1 shows large differences in mean values and standard deviations.

Results show great differences between CO and CO2 patients. The mean of CO subjects is around

1 for rbio2.6 and db12, and it is slightly higher than 1 for sym2 and bior3.7 mother wavelets.

The mean of CO2 subjects is around 0.2 and the results are close to the results in the paper [52].

Both data sets are from healthy subjects, however, walks for subjects in the second data set were

influenced by the equipment used in the study, which was main reason for lower β values.

Our results show that β values for ALS patients are around 1 which is close to the results yielded

healthy control subjects [22]. The reason of this inference may be caused by the diversity of ALS

patients. According to the Hausdorff paper, the group of ALS patients had a lot of variations in

the major body region, and 4 patients exhibited the breathing problems [4]. The diversity of the

disease status may influence these results.

5 Conclusion

We presented the use of the AWC based method for 1/fβ process analysis and proposed the most

suitable mother wavelets for this purpose as applied to stride interval analysis in persons with

neurological disorders. Often the gait data collected from patients is limited, therefore, the five

candidate functions were applied to analyze the fractal process with short time series between 100

and 600 points. Primarily, the numerical analysis allowed us to preselect the five best mother

wavelets from sixteen mother wavelets with different time series length. It was critical to choose

a suitable mother wavelet with consistent accuracy and precision. From the simulated series, we

conclude that the sym2 mother wavelet is numerically most suitable for analyzing physiological

signals while considering the length of signals.
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6 Appendix

Table 5 and Table 6 show mean and standard deviations of β values calculated from simulated

signals.
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Table 5: Mean and Standard deviation of estimated beta values with signal length n = 100

β rbio2.6 sym2 sym3 cgau1 bior3.7 db12

0.1 0.36±0.22 0.55±0.19 0.51±0.21 0.12±0.28 0.7±0.21 0.47±0.23

0.2 0.44±0.23 0.62±0.2 0.58±0.21 0.23±0.29 0.75±0.21 0.54±0.24

0.3 0.52±0.24 0.69±0.21 0.65±0.22 0.29±0.28 0.81±0.23 0.62±0.25

0.4 0.58±0.24 0.75±0.2 0.72±0.21 0.4±0.29 0.87±0.22 0.68±0.25

0.5 0.68±0.23 0.84±0.2 0.8±0.21 0.5±0.29 0.94±0.21 0.77±0.24

0.6 0.75±0.23 0.91±0.2 0.87±0.21 0.58±0.29 0.99±0.22 0.84±0.24

0.7 0.84±0.24 0.99±0.2 0.96±0.21 0.67±0.29 1.06±0.21 0.93±0.24

0.8 0.9±0.24 1.05±0.2 1.02±0.22 0.75±0.28 1.11±0.22 0.99±0.25

0.9 0.99±0.24 1.13±0.2 1.1±0.21 0.85±0.29 1.16±0.22 1.07±0.25

1 1.09±0.24 1.22±0.2 1.19±0.21 0.96±0.28 1.24±0.2 1.17±0.24

1.1 1.16±0.24 1.3±0.2 1.26±0.21 1.06±0.3 1.3±0.21 1.24±0.25

1.2 1.25±0.24 1.37±0.2 1.34±0.21 1.15±0.29 1.34±0.21 1.31±0.24

1.3 1.33±0.23 1.45±0.19 1.42±0.2 1.22±0.29 1.41±0.2 1.39±0.23

1.4 1.41±0.24 1.53±0.2 1.5±0.21 1.32±0.28 1.47±0.21 1.47±0.25

1.5 1.51±0.24 1.62±0.2 1.59±0.21 1.44±0.28 1.54±0.19 1.57±0.24

1.6 1.58±0.26 1.69±0.21 1.66±0.23 1.53±0.29 1.59±0.21 1.63±0.25

1.7 1.67±0.24 1.77±0.2 1.74±0.22 1.61±0.29 1.65±0.19 1.71±0.24

1.8 1.77±0.23 1.87±0.19 1.84±0.2 1.72±0.29 1.71±0.19 1.8±0.23

1.9 1.85±0.24 1.95±0.19 1.92±0.21 1.82±0.27 1.76±0.19 1.88±0.23

2 1.95±0.23 2.04±0.19 2.01±0.2 1.92±0.29 1.83±0.18 1.97±0.22
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Table 6: Mean and Standard deviation of estimated beta values with signal length n = 500

β rbio2.6 sym2 sym3 cgau1 bior3.7 db12

0.1 0.18±0.16 0.24±0.13 0.23±0.14 0.1±0.19 0.28±0.15 0.2±0.16

0.2 0.28±0.16 0.34±0.13 0.33±0.14 0.19±0.19 0.37±0.14 0.3±0.16

0.3 0.37±0.16 0.43±0.13 0.42±0.14 0.27±0.21 0.46±0.15 0.39±0.16

0.4 0.46±0.16 0.51±0.13 0.5±0.14 0.38±0.2 0.54±0.15 0.48±0.16

0.5 0.54±0.16 0.6±0.13 0.59±0.14 0.47±0.2 0.62±0.15 0.56±0.16

0.6 0.64±0.17 0.69±0.14 0.68±0.15 0.57±0.2 0.71±0.15 0.66±0.17

0.7 0.74±0.17 0.79±0.14 0.78±0.15 0.67±0.21 0.79±0.15 0.75±0.17

0.8 0.83±0.17 0.88±0.14 0.88±0.15 0.76±0.2 0.89±0.15 0.85±0.17

0.9 0.93±0.16 0.97±0.14 0.97±0.15 0.86±0.19 0.98±0.15 0.94±0.16

1 1.02±0.16 1.06±0.14 1.06±0.14 0.97±0.2 1.06±0.15 1.03±0.16

1.1 1.11±0.17 1.16±0.14 1.15±0.15 1.06±0.19 1.15±0.15 1.12±0.17

1.2 1.22±0.17 1.26±0.14 1.25±0.15 1.17±0.21 1.25±0.15 1.23±0.16

1.3 1.3±0.17 1.35±0.14 1.34±0.15 1.26±0.2 1.33±0.15 1.31±0.17

1.4 1.41±0.16 1.45±0.13 1.44±0.14 1.36±0.2 1.41±0.14 1.41±0.16

1.5 1.51±0.17 1.54±0.14 1.54±0.15 1.45±0.2 1.51±0.14 1.51±0.16

1.6 1.6±0.17 1.64±0.14 1.63±0.15 1.56±0.19 1.59±0.15 1.6±0.16

1.7 1.71±0.16 1.74±0.13 1.73±0.14 1.65±0.2 1.69±0.14 1.71±0.16

1.8 1.79±0.17 1.83±0.14 1.82±0.15 1.77±0.2 1.78±0.15 1.8±0.16

1.9 1.91±0.17 1.94±0.14 1.93±0.14 1.86±0.2 1.87±0.14 1.9±0.16

2 2±0.17 2.03±0.14 2.02±0.14 1.96±0.21 1.96±0.14 2±0.16
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